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A temporal verification method which is based upon partial order semantics of traces (Mazurkiewicz, 
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the parallel execution of program segments. The proof rules are shown to be sound and relatively 
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1. Introduction 
Partial order semantics is recently becoming accepted as an appropriate formal 
model for representing distributed programs executions (see [24,35,41]). Among its 
many presentations, trace semantics [33] seems to be of a particular elegance. 
While it is generally recognized that partial order semantics provides a significantly 
more faithful representation of concurrency than, say, interleaving semantics, the 
development of corresponding logics for specifying and verifying properties of pro- 
grams, as they appear in the partial order semantics, has been slower. It is only 
recently [20,39,42] that several versions of temporal logics over partial orders have 
been defined and illustrated. 
In this paper we continue the development of the temporal logic ISTL* (Interleav- 
ing Set Temporal Logic) [20], by presenting for it complete proof rules for proving 
properties of the form AGq (in all traces cp) and EFq (every run contains an 
observation, on which eventually cp). These two rules cover many of the safety and 
liveness properties one may wish to prove for a concurrent program. 
We compare the expressive power of logics based on interleaving semantics with 
logics similar to the one presented here, which are based on partial order trace 
semantics [33] or similarly on pomsets [l&41]. Interleaving semantics assign to 
a concurrent program a large set of observations (interleaving sequences) that repres- 
ent all the possible executions of the program when linearized along a single time axis. 
Trace theory introduces more structure into this large set by defining an equivalence 
relation between observations such that two observations are considered equivalent if 
they differ only by the order in which they execute independent (concurrent) actions. 
We refer to the equivalence classes of this relation as runs or computations (interleav- 
ing sets in the terminology of [20]). 
A temporal logic over interleaving semantics specifies a property of the program by 
requiring that all observations (i.e. all the interleaving sequences, as in linear interleav- 
ing semantics) satisfy a particular sequence predicate, that usually constrains the order 
in which certain events may occur. Branching time temporal logic over interleaving 
semantics may also require that some observation satisfies a particular sequence 
predicate. 
Temporal logic over trace semantics has a two-level control over the range of 
observations that should satisfy the appropriate ordering constraints. It may require 
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that all observations in all runs satisfy the constraints. It may also require that every 
run contains some observation that satisfies the constraints. 
There are two main reasons why such more discriminating control is advantageous. 
The first reason is the existence of properties whose natural expression require the 
finer distinction between observations that belong to disjoint runs and observations 
that are equivalent, and hence belong to the same run. The canonical example of such 
properties is that of serializability. When we wish to state that a certain distributed 
program correctly implements a database, we do not expect all events pertaining to 
each transaction to occur within disjoint and nonoverlapping intervals. But we expect 
the overall effect to be as though they did. 
The best and most natural way of expressing this property is to claim that every run 
contains at least one observation in which the intervals spanned by transactions are 
nonoverlapping. The literature is full of strange and contorted attempts to specify this 
property in logics that are inappropriate for the task, while its expression in the 
temporal logic over partial orders is simple and natural. 
A second and similar example is the specification of a distributed snapshot algo- 
rithm, such as [S]. The natural specification is that if the algorithm prints (y = 2, z = 3) 
at some point, then there must have been a preceding state at which y equals 2 and 
z equals 3. Unfortunately, if y and z belong to separate processes it could very well be 
that not all observations printing (y=2, z= 3) actually contain such a global state. 
The correct specification of this property is that every observation printing 
(y = 2, z = 3) is equivalent to an observation containing a global state in which y = 2, 
z=3. 
Another important application of the partial order semantics is of course the ability 
to require that certain actions be implemented concurrently. If we view some of the 
attempts to synthesize programs from their specifications [ll, 32,401, we observe that 
in spite of the intention of synthesizing concurrent programs, the direct result of the 
given procedures is a sequential (often nondeterministic) program. To derive a concur- 
rent program from this result, additional decomposition steps are called for. The 
reason for this shortcoming that is inherent in these works is simply that the logics on 
which they are based cannot express the requirement of concurrency. To satisfy the 
specification, the resulting program must respect the concurrency constraints. 
Thus, our first motivation for studying temporal logic over partial orders is that 
there are some central and important properties, such as serializability, that cannot 
naturally be specified in any other way. 
The second motivation is that of economy and efficiency. In some cases, it is 
sufficient and easier to prove that one observation out of every run satisfies certain 
ordering constraints. This case is amply demonstrated in [21], and we only briefly 
mention one of these applications to the case of communication closed layers [lo]. 
Sometimes, a program can be partitioned into several segments (orthogonal to its 
partition into processes), such that communication may occur only within a segment. 
For such a program, the most convenient behaviors to analyze are those in which all 
the processes move together from one layer (segment) into the next. It is certainly not 
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true that all observations have this character, but clearly every run contains at least 
one such observation which we may therefore proceed to analyze. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, trace semantics is defined 
for transition programs [26,27]. Trace semantics is used as an interpretation for the 
temporal logic ISTL* in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, the motivation and intuition for 
the proof rules are given. In Section 5, a complete proof system for eventuality 
properties is given. Soundness and completeness of the system are proved in Section 6. 
Section 7 presents examples of proving serializability of database transactions and the 
correctness of the snapshot algorithm. 
2. Trace semantics 
A concurrent alphabet is a pair (T, D) where T is a finite nonempty set and D c T x T 
is a reflexive and symmetric binary relation, called the dependency relation. Two 
elements which are related by D are said to be dependent, otherwise they are 
independent. Denote by T* the set of finite strings of the alphabet T. Concatenation is 
denoted by juxtaposition. We use w, w’, Wi, u, U, . . to denote strings, E to represent the 
empty string and r, r’,a, ai,B, . . . to represent members of T. Denote IdT = {(a, a) 1 
ET}. 
Traces were introduced by Mazurkiewicz [33] as equivalence classes of strings with 
respect to a concurrent alphabet. Two strings u, WE T* are considered equivalent if one 
can transform u into w by repeatedly exchanging adjacent independent operations. 
They are used for giving semantics to finite-state languages such as Petri-nets [38]. 
This is slightly different from our definition of accessible traces in that we allow 
equivalence classes which are associated with first-order interpretations. A further 
extension of traces which allows conditional dependency among operations appears 
in [22]. 
A program is defined over a first-order language 9, where the relation and function 
symbols are interpreted over a first-order structure &‘. We assume some fixed given 
interpretation to the relation and function symbols of &. An assignment J over an 
ordered set of variables j is a mapping, associating with each variable ZEN a value J(z) 
from its associated domain. If t is a term, denote by J(t) the value obtained by 
evaluating t after assigning its variables values according to J. Similarly, if? is a tuple 
(finite-ordered set) of terms, J(2) is a tuple of values obtained by evaluating the terms 
7 under the assignment J. The ith component of J(i) is denoted J(~)i. 
For an assignment J and a first-order formula cp, denote the fact that cp holds over 
G? and J by the standard notation J g cp. If cp is a sentence, i.e. it has no free 
variables, we write the fact that cp holds in G! by IL cp. We omit the structure JZZ when 
it is understood from the context. 
A program P is a quadruple (T, D,j, 0) where (T, D) is a concurrent alphabet, j is 
a finite ordered set of variables, and BE_!? is a satisfiable predicate with free variables 
from ; called the initial condition. In addition, the program associates with each 
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element ZE T, which we call an operation, a pair (en,& where en,E9’ (the enabling 
condition) and fr (the transformation function) is a tuple of 1 y 1 terms of 9. All the 
variables off7 and the free variables of en, are from y. The enabling condition controls 
when the operation can execute, while the transformation dictates the new values of 
the program variables, calculated using the expressions in fr from the old values. 
The following conditions are required for each pair of operations CI, fi such that 
(~3 8)4D: 
l (en,(j) A en&))+f,(fs(~))=fs(_G)) ( commutativity of independent operations’). 
l en,(;)+(eng(j) tf enp(fa($ ))) (independent operations can neither disable nor en- 
able each other). 
An operation r can be written as the guarded command (en,(i) -+ j := J(s)). The 
intended meaning is that the condition before the arrow controls when the operation 
may execute and the effect of the operation is to simultaneously assign the 1 G 1 expressions 
fr(j) into the set of variables j. For example, (y, <y2 + (y2,y1,yJ):= (yr, y,, y3)) is 
an operation that switches the values of the variables y1 and y2, if y1 is smaller than 
y,. The value of y3 is unaltered. Since a typical operation changes only a subset of the 
program variables, we will usually denote explicitly only the expressions assigned to 
the variables that may be changed (e.g. (y, <yz + (y2, yr):= (yr, y2))). 
A transformation from a shared-variables programming language, and a CSP-like 
[18] language into a set of operations can be found in [28]. In the sequel, it will be 
demonstrated how to transform Petri-nets [38] into a set of operations. There are 
several ways to define the dependency relation D for a given program. The simplest 
definition (obviously not the most efficient) is to consider two operations z1 and t2 to 
be dependent if there exists at least one variable which is explicitly referenced by both 
z1 and z2. We consider a variable to be explicitly referenced by an operation r it 
occurs either inf, or free in en,. 
We introduce the following definitions (taken from [22]). A history of a program 
P is a pair h = (J, v> where J is an assignment called the initial assignment of h, and 
VET*. Furthermore, the following condition is satisfied: Let n= 1~11, v=al rx2 . . . CI,. 
There exists a sequence of assignments Jo, J1, . . , J, with Jo = J such that for each 
O<i<n, 
(1) Ji - 1 + enEi (Ui is enabled in Ji _ 1 ), and 
(2) for each Odk<lj 1, Ji(yk)=f,i(Ji_l($)), (i.e. Ji(yk) is the kth component in the 
tuple obtained when applying the transformationf,, to the values assigned by Ji_ 1). 
For each history h = ( J, v), let the nth assignment in the above sequence, namely 
J, (which is a function of J and v) be denoted by&r,,. This is called the$nal assignment 
of h. We use h, h’, hi, . . . for histories. 
Two histories h = ( J, v) and h’ = ( J, w) with a common initial assignment are 
equivalent iff there exists a sequence of histories ( J, v1 ), ( J, v2 ), . . . , (J, v,) with 
v1 = v and v, = w, and for each 1 d i < n there exist U, UE T*, (a, p)$D such that vi = uctj?U, 
Vi+1 =up05. This is denoted h-h’. For example, let T= {a,fl,~}, D=Zd,u((cx, y), 
1 Note that the equivalence relation = is extended here to tuples. 
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(Y, 4). Then, (J, ~~VYY> =( J, dh$~> = (J, bwP>, but <J, W&Y> f ( J, yypctcr> 
(because the U’S and the y’s cannot be interchanged). 
A trace is an equivalence class of histories. Denote a trace as [J, w] where J is the 
common initial assignment and (J, w) is some member of the equivalence class. 
Traces will be denoted using 0, G’, oi,p, . . . . 
Obviously, if h = ( J, UC@) is a history of P, and (~1, &SO, then h’= ( J, u/G) is also 
a history of P. Moreover,jn, =jin,,, . Therefore, the final assignment of all the histories 
that belong to the same trace are identical. This permits defining3n, asjin(J,v) for any 
(J, U)EG. Concatenation between two traces c1 = [ Ji, v] and oz = [ J2, w], denoted 
rr1c2, is defined when fin,, = J2, and is given by [J,, VW]. 
The prefix relation F between traces is defined as (TV c u2 iff there exists some 
CJ~ such that c1 g3 = CT*. It is said that c1 is subsumed by oz. If in addition, the length of 
CJ~ is shorter than o2 by exactly one, it is said that o2 is a successor of cri, and g1 is 
a predecessor of 02. If CT’ F 0, denote by o/a’ the trace p such that a’p = 0. It is said that 
p is a sufix of c. Another notion of trace difference, denoted as 0 - 0’ corresponds to 
removing the operations in 0’ “from the end” of 0. That is, if pa’ = cr, then p = CT - 0’ 
(set difference is denoted with the “\” symbol). We say that 0 is an intermediate trace 
between p and p’ when p & IJ c p’. 
If 0 = p [T] for some trace p, it is said that z is executed last in CJ (however, r need not 
be unique, as other independent operations of t can also be executed last in a). 
An accessible trace of a program is any trace obtained as the equivalence class of 
some of the histories of the program with an initial assignment satisfying 0. The traces 
generated by a program are its accessible traces and the suffixes of such traces. In the 
sequel we consider only traces generated by programs. For historical reasons and for 
convenience, we omit in the sequel the initial assignment and denote a trace as [w]. 
We will denote 0 I= cp if_/& I= cp. Denote by d(a) the set of operations that occur in 
(any string that is a member of) the trace 0’. 
Two traces oi, oz are said to be consistent [34] iff there exists c3 such that CT~ G g3 
and g2 E 03. A set of traces 17 is directed if for each pair of traces a,p~Il, it contains 
also a trace that subsumes both of them. A run (partial order execution) 17 of P is 
a maximal directed set of traces. Let RP be the set of all runs of P. For each pair of 
consistent traces a,,02~lT, denote by crlucrz the minimal (with respect to c) trace 
a3~17 subsuming both cri and rs2. 
For cp~_Y’, let wpr(q)=enr A (p[fr(j)/$] (for? a tuple of terms such that ltl=jJ;I, 
cp [i/y] is the predicate obtained from cp, by substituting for each iE 1 . , .I i/ the element 
ti of? instead of each free occurrence of y:). The predicate wpr (cp) is the weakest (most 
general) predicate [9] satisfying that ifjn, I= wp,(cp) then jin,[,] I= cp. 
For each run II, define an interleaving sequence as a sequence of traces CJ~B~ c2 . . . of 
17 such that co = [c] and for each i 30, 0. L + 1 = ci [pi] for some C(iE T. Interleaving 
sequences are denoted by o, 8, . . . 
An observation of II is an interleaving sequence goql g2 . . . , where for each oEIZ, 
there exists some oi, i 2 0 such that G r ~~~ For each 0~17 there exists an observation of 
Xl on which g occurs (this is a simple consequence of the following theorem). Denote 
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by 1 CJ 1 the length of an observation (w if o is infinite). The ith trace in an observation 
o (0 6 i < 101) will be denoted by o(i). The set intset(l7) of all observations of the run 
II is termed an interleaving set. 
An interleaving sequence o is said to ignore an operation z iff z is enabled in a trace 
o(i), 06 i< joI, which appears in o, and for each o(j), i<j< 10 1, no operation a such 
that (r, ~)ED appears in o( j)/o(i). It is said that z is ignoredfrom o(i). Note that by the 
requirements imposed on the relation D, if o ignores r from o(i), then it is enabled in 
each trace that occurs in o after o(i). 
Theorem 2.1. An interleaving sequence is an observation ifs it does not ignore any 
operation. (A similar proof for a related model appears in [23].) 
Proof (a). Assume for the contrary that o is an observation of some run I~ER, 
which ignores r. Let 0 be the minimal trace in o where r is ignored. Define 
A={plp~J7 A CJ c p} (all the traces of n subsuming 0). Observe that for each 
SEA, p k en,, since for some CJ’ which appears in o later than 0, G E p E 0’ (each 
trace of Z7 is subsumed by some trace of the observation) and no operation CI, 
(r, a)eD may appear in o’/a. Thus, no independent operation can disable T. Let 
W)=(PC~I PEA). 
It will now be shown that the set AuB(z) is directed which contradicts the 
maximality of II. One case is where plea and P~[T]EB(~). Hence, there exists a trace 
~‘EA, that subsumes both p1 and pz. The trace p’[z]~B(r) subsumes both pi and 
pz[r]. The case with both P~[T], P~[z]EB(~) is similar. 
( e ) Suppose o is an interleaving sequence of traces for some run 17~ Rp, but is not 
an observation. Let K = {p 130 (CEO A p E CT)} (all the traces subsumed by traces of 
0). Let a~I7 be some minimal trace which is not in K. Then, there exists some 
operation T such that c = p [r] and PE K (otherwise, G is not minimal). It will be shown 
that for each ~EK satisfying p F 6 it holds that 6 I= en, and no operation dependent 
on z appears in 8/p. 
To see this, assume for the contrary a minimal 6 such that c?.EK, 6 = ~‘[a], (t, SI)ED 
and p F 0’. It holds that 0’ + en, because p l= en, and from the minimality of 6, no 
operation dependent on T appears in a’/~. Clearly c( #r, otherwise it is possible to 
commute r with all the operations in of/p, obtaining that p[z]~K, contrary to the 
assumption. It follows that o’[r] is the minimal trace subsuming both g’ and p[r], 
hence c’[r]~n. But a’[r] and o’[u] cannot belong to the same run II, a contradic- 
tion. Since all the traces of o belong to K, o ignores T from the minimal trace in o that 
subsumes p. 0 
An interesting class of finite-state programs can be represented by Petri-nets [38]. 
We demonstrate our verification methods programs that are described by Petri-nets 
because of their convenient graphical representation. However, note that the verifica- 
tion method described in this paper is not limited to finite-state programs. A Petri-net 
has circles called places and bars called transitions. A place p is called an input place of 
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a transition r if there exists an edge connecting p to t. A place p is called an output 
place of a transition z if there exists an edge connecting r to p. The set of input 
places for a transition r is denoted by l r, while the set of output places is denoted 
by TO. A place can be marked with a token or be unmarked. A transition is enabled 
if all its input places are marked and all its output places are unmarked. If a transi- 
tion is enabled, it can be jired (executed). In this case, the token is removed from 
each of its input places and a token is put in each of its output places. (We only deal 
with ejementary net systems [46] which can have no more than a single token in 
each place.) 
In order to represent the transitions as operations, consider places as two-valued 
variables. A place with a token represents the fact that the variable associated with the 
place has the value 1. Otherwise, it has the value 0. Define for each transition T: 
en,= A (p=l) A A (q=O). 
ps*r qET’ 
The transformation function fr assigns zeros to the variables l T and ones to the 
variables T* while other variables remain unchanged. The relation D can be defined by 
letting (z~,T~)ED iff (-tluT;)n~T2u~;)#0. It is sometimes convenient to denote the 
marking of the net by writing the set of places holding a token. Thus, {a, b} means that 
a= 1 and b= 1 and all other places are set to zero. 
Example. Consider the net A, depicted in Fig. 1. Then, 
T={al,a2,tl3,81,82,P3), 
D=Id~u{(~i,~j)12d~,jd3}~{(~~,~j)12~~,j~3} 
U{(%,~j)li+j~{3~5$)U{(Bi3Bj)Ii+j~{3~ 511. 
Pl 
P2 
Fig. 1. Net A. 
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Fig. 2. Runs of net A. 
The variables associated with the net are {pi 1 O< i < S}, and the initial condition 0 is 
{p0,p1,p2}. The pairs of enabling conditions and transformation functions for each 
operation are listed below. 
The place pO represents a semaphore [S]. The operations c(~ and fiz represent the 
acquisition of the semaphore, while cl3 and p3 represent its release. The traces for net 
A, ordered according to prefixing relation are depicted in Fig. 2. In this case there are 
two runs, II, and II*. For example, the traces [cr1a2P1]~n1 and [j31/?zccI]~172 are 
not consistent. 
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3. The logic ISTL* and its trace semantics interpretation 
The logic ISTL* was introduced in [20] as a logic to deal with global states (slices) 
generated from partial order executions. In this paper we interpret ISTL* over traces, but 
the resulting semantics is very similar to that of [20]. We also extend the logic by adding 
some past operators. The logic ISTL* strongly resembles the powerful branching time 
logic CTL* [12] in its interpretation over abstract structures. However, it differs from 
CTL* in the way it is interpreted over structures corresponding to programs and their 
executions. It is also related to POTL [39] in the introduction of the past operators. 
An ISTL* structure is a branching structure, with a set of states and a set of sequences. In 
the application to programs, we have an ISTL* structure corresponding to each run Il of the 
program, where traces of the run correspond to states of the structure. 
Definition 3.1 (Syntax of ISTL*). We inductively define two sets of formulae: r (state 
formulae) and @ (path formulae). 
State formulae (r): 
l TEJ-, 
l if cp is a first-order formula, then (PEG, 
l if cp, $~r then cp VI), 1 (PEG, 
l if cp~@ then Ever. 
Path formulae (@): 
l if CpEr then (PE@, 
l if cp, $E@ then cp v II/, lcp~@, 
l if cp, $E@ then (cp@$), (cpylcl), XV, Yv@. 
Let Q be a set of elements to which we refer as states. If 4 is a sequence of states 
qOqlqz . . . . let 151 be the length of 4 (o if < is infinite), and t(i) (O<i<l<l) be the ith 
element. 
Definition 3.2. An ISTL* structure _,k!’ is a quadruple (&‘, Q, 4,E) where d is 
a first-order structure, Q is a set of states, 4 is some distinguished state of Q, E is a set of 
sequence of states starting at 4. Define a labeling function L that corresponds to 
a structure J2 over a set of variables V to be a function over the domain Q such that 
for each state qEQ, L(q) is an assignment for the set of variables V. 
Definition 3.3 (Semantics of an ISTL* formula over a structure _A? and a corresponding 
labeling function L). 
Satisfaction of a state formula under a state qEQ: 
l ql=T, 
l q I= cp o L(q) IA cp, for cp a first-order formula, 
l 4l=vVti - ql=cPorqI=$, 
0 q I= i cp 0 not q I= cp, 
l q I= ECP o there exists a sequence <EE and an integer 0 < i < I 5 I with t(i) = q, such 
that (64 k cp. 
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Satisfaction of a path formula over a sequence 5~s and an integer 0 6 i < / 5 I: 
l (5, i) + q o t(i) I= q, if cp is a path formula which is also a state formula, 
l (5,i)I= cp V ICI 0 (5,i)k cp or (5,i)l= $, 
0 (5,i)k 1 cp * not (5,i)l= cp, 
l (5, i) + (cp%$) o there exist i <j < 14 1 such that (&j) I= $, and for every k, such 
that idk-cj, (&k)l= cp. 
l (5, i) t= (cp9’1/) 0 there exist 0 <j < i such that (5, j) l= II/, and for every k such that 
j<kbi, (5,k)l= V. 
l (<,i)l= Xv 0 I{l>i+l and (<,i+l)(= rp. 
l (&i)I= Yq o i>O and (t,i-l)l= cp. 
Abbreviations. F=lT, cp A $=l((lcp) V (1 t+b)), rp++=(lcp)V t+b, q+-+$ 
= cp-4 A $+v> b=lWcp), Fq=(T@cp), Gcp=l(T%(lcp)), &=(TYv), 
Hq=l (TY(lcp)). A useful notation is the entailment operator [30] a, where 
cp * $ = AG((p-+$). Similarly, cp o $ = AG(cp tr I,//). 
Definition 3.4. For every (PEG, a structure ~2’= (d, Q, 4,E) and a corresponding 
labeling function L, (_A@‘, L) I= cp iff 4 I= cp. If (&‘, L) + cp for every pair of a structure 
J2 and a corresponding labeling function L, it is said that cp is valid. 
For example, (J2, L) + EGF Ic/ asserts that there exists a sequence in which Ic/ holds 
infinitely often. 
Let P be a program. Then, each run Z~ER, defines an ISTL* structure 
J%! = (JzZ, II, [E], intset(I7)) such that & is a first-order structure which includes the 
program’s relation and function symbols, and a corresponding labeling function 
L such that for each OEZI, L(a)=_Iin,. 
Definition 3.5. An ISTL* formula cp is said to be valid over a program P if it holds 
over all the pairs of structures and corresponding assignments that are defined by the 
runs of P. In this case, we also write PI= cp. 
4. Motivation and intuition for the proof rules 
The logic ISTL* extends the properties of concurrent programs that can be 
expressed using linear temporal logic (LTL) [30]. This section points out the obstacles 
which arise when formulating a relatively complete proof system for some of the new 
properties. Understanding the problems helps clarify the proof rules introduced in the 
next section. It also adds insight on what is involved in proving properties of traces 
and partial order semantics. Using some examples, we hope to demonstrate the 
intuition behind the proof rules. 
In the logic ISTL*, 9 = EX$ is valid in a program P if for every run HER,, for 
every trace 0~17 satisfying cp, there exists an operation reT such that o[r]~Ii’ and 
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a[~] satisfies $. It is said that $ holds immediately after cp. The temporal assertion 
cp + EF$ means that in every run IJI, for every trace aeZI satisfying cp, there exists 
a trace purl subsuming a and satisfying $. Thus, $ holds sometimes after cp. We call 
these properties partial order eventuality properties. Similarly, the formulas cp =- E Y$ 
and cp =z- EP$ mean II/ holds immediately before q~, and $ holds sometimes before q, 
respectively. 
Properties of the form cp * AF$ have the meaning “for each observation on which 
there exists a trace satisfying cp, there exists a later trace satisfying $“. Such properties 
can be expressed in LTL by the formula cp - 0 $. The proof rules in [29,30] can be 
exploited to prove such properties. Note that Theorem 2.1 implies that the set of 
observations are exactly the interleaving sequences satisfying thejustice [25] property 
that no enabled operation is ignored forever. 
We deal first with proving properties of the form cp * EX$. In net B (Fig. 3) 
D = ZdTu{ (cx, p), (p, a), (y, /3), (p, y) }. There are two runs: f17, in which fl is executed and 
IZlp in which CI and y are executed concurrently. In net C (Fig. 3) the dependency 
relation D is the same (i.e. p is dependent on each of the other two operations). In this 
net there are also two runs: 17, in which CI and y are executed concurrently, and IT,, in 
which fi is executed after y. 
Let 0 (the initial condition) be {a, b), for nets B and C, and also for net D depicted 
in Fig. 5. The following assertions are true for Net B. 
@=EX({b,c) v {d)), 
@*EX((a,e) v {d}), 
@*EX({b,c} v {d} V {u,e}). 
Net B 
a l 
CY 
C h 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
0 b 
x 
Y 
d 
- x P Net C e 
Fig. 3. Nets B and C. 
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Note that both assertions (1) (either CI or fl is executed) and (2) (either y or fi is executed) 
are stronger than (3) (either IX or b or y is executed). The assertion 
0 * EX({c,e) v {d}) (either p IS executed, or ? and y are executed) does not hold 
because the concurrent execution of c( and y cannot occur in one step. 
For net C in Fig. 3, it holds that 
O~EX(U,d}. (4) 
That is, ‘J is executed. On the other hand, the assertion 0 =S EX {b, c} that asserts that 
CI is executed in every run, does not hold (in the run IZ,,, in which b is executed, 
followed by y). 
Thus, for each trace G and each run II containing c, there is a set of operations 
executed immediately (and concurrently with each other) after 0. Similarly, there 
exists a set of operations executed immediately before 0. Note that the operations that 
generate the successors of r~ can vary from one run to another, while the operations 
executed last in 0 do not depend on the run. This motivates the following definitions: 
Definition 4.1. Let 17 be a run of P and a~fl. Define succop,(~,o)= 
{z 1 ZE T A a[z]~l7}, i.e., the set of all operations executed in n immediately after 0. 
Definition 4.2. Let CJ be a trace of P. Define predopp(o)= {z 1 JET A 3p(o=p[z])}, 
i.e., the set of all operations executed last in 0. 
For example, s~cc~ps W,, C&l I= { B}, SUCCOPBU, p, C&l) = {m, Y}, =c~PcW,, C&l I= 
ia, Y>, SUCC~Pc(~,,, C~l)={~},p~e~~p~(C~~l)=~~,~>,p~e~~p~(C~Bl)=~B~.Notethat 
if ~~,r,~succop,(IZ, CT) (or ~,,~,~predop,(cr)), then (z1,z2)$D. The subscript P is 
omitted when clear from the context. 
It is obvious that in order that the formula q * EX$ will hold in a program, for 
each CJ /= cp of some IZER~ there must exist some operation a~succop~(l7, a) such that 
a[~] /= $. If 9 + E Y$ holds, then for each trace o + 1c/, there exists a trace p+ $ and 
an operation aEpredopp(o) such that ~[a] =CJ. 
Definition 4.3. A set FE T is called a forward intercepting set for cp in P if for each 
c I= cp, and each run HER, that contains U, succop,(l7, o)nF # c$. Denote by cp L F 
the fact that y is a forward intercepting set for cp. The negation of cp L y is denoted 
by cp W-. 
Definition 4.4. A set r c T is called a backward intercepting set for cp in P if for each 
0 I= cp, predop,(o)nF # 4. Denote by F 7 cp the fact that r is a backward intercept- 
ing set for cp, and its negation by 9 5((p. 
In net B of Fig. 3, assertions (l)-(3) identify (~1, a}, {y, /?} and {c(, B, y} as the forward 
intercepting sets for 0 in B, respectively. Assertion (4) identities the singleton {y} as 
a forward intercepting set for 0 in net C. Hence, for proving 9 * EXIC/ one needs (a) to 
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find a forward intercepting set for the traces satisfying cp and (b) show that all the 
operations in this set transform cp to II/. It might happen that not all the traces 
satisfying cp share such a forward intercepting set. In this case, it is possible to 
decompose the traces satisfying cp into subsets. That is, show cp = (vi V . . V (P,, ). 
Then, find for each (Pi, 16 i<n a forward intercepting set and use it to prove 
vi =- EX$. Finding a forward intercepting set can rely on the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.5. cp L T ifsfor each o + cp, and for each string VE T * that extends CJ (i.e. o [v] 
is a trace of P), either 
(1) there exists some CIEF such that o I= en, and for each PET that appears in v, 
(4 8)4~, or 
(2) v=Ucd, where U, tint*, NET-, and all the operations of ii are independent of 
CI (hence, M can be permuted to occur immediately after CJ), 
Proof (3). Assume that cp LT. Assume on the contrary that there exists a trace 
o I= cp, and a string v that extends g but does not satisfy the above two conditions. The 
trace o[v] belongs to some run KIER~. We show that o[a]$n for any CXEY. 
Assume that a[cl]~L’ for some c(E~. However, from the negation of the two 
conditions above, there exists some operation BET, (c(, /?)ED that occurs in v, and if 
c( also occurs in v, then /? occurs before CI (i.e. to the left of it). Then v= @/I$, with 
W containing only operations independent of CL Then, a[wct]~n, since a[~&] is the 
minimal trace that subsumes both a[~] and a[@], and a[GjI]~n since 
a[Gfi] L o[v]. However, since (M,/?)ED, there cannot be a trace subsuming both 
o[wa] and o[Wp], contradictory to the fact that I7 must be directed. 
( e) Assume that at least one of the conditions of the lemma holds. Consider a run 
17 that contains an observation o on which some trace g that satisfies cp appears. 
Assume that the second condition holds for some string v in the equivalence class p/o, 
where p appears in o after c. This means that any string v in p/a can be written as UC& 
with CL independent of all the operations that occur in U. Thus, o[g] LO[V] =p, and 
hence G[cz]EL’. 
It remains to show that there always exists a trace p after g in o and a string v in p/o, 
such that the second condition holds. Assume for the contrary that for each such 
string u only the first condition holds. Note that if this condition holds for u with some 
operation CI, then it holds for any u’ in @/a, where o E p’ E p with the same operation 
CL Since Y is finite, there exists some fixed CI such that for every such string v the first 
condition holds with CL However, this means that o ignores a from O, which by 
Theorem 2.1 contradicts the choice of o as an observation. 0 
When proving cp =P E Y$, it may not be enough to find a backward intercepting set 
5 for q such that the predecessor states generated by the operations in Y satisfy $. 
This stems from the fact that the converse of an operation’s transformation does not 
have to be a function. Hence, it is possible to have two traces o and p, such that a[z] 
and p [t] have identical final assignment, satisfying cp, yet G may satisfy $ while p does 
not. This means that it is not sufficient to find backward intercepting sets for cp. 
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y=lAz=l y=lAz=l 
Fig. 4. Two runs of {E, y}. 
Example. To illustrate this point, let P be a program containing two independent 
operations a=( y>2 + y:=ymod2) and y=(z32+z:=zmod2). Let 0 be 
(y = 3 A z = 5) v (y = 7 A z = 9). Thus, there exist two runs, as depicted in Fig. 4. 
Consider the following assertion: 
(y=l A z=l)*EY((y=3 A z=l)V(y=l A z=9)). (5) 
Obviously, the program P always terminates with y= 1, z= 1 after both CI and 
y were executed. A trace [y] with final assignment y = 3, z = 1 exists in the first run 
(initiated with y = 3, z = 5). A trace [a] with final assignment y = 1, z= 9 exists in the 
second run. Thus, (5) holds for P. Now observe that the backward intercepting sets for 
y= 1 A z= 1 are { {cx}, {y}, {c(, y}}. However, it is not the case that 
Wp,(y=l A Z=1)+((y=3 A Z=l)v(y=l A Z=9)), (6) 
where t = CY or t = y. For t = c(, the trace [y] with final assignment y = 7, z = 1 is a counter- 
example for (6), while for t = y, the trace [a] with y = 1, z = 5 falsifies (6). That is, in one 
run, the operation CY is responsible for the validity of (5) while in the other run, it is y. 
The solution is to augment the assignments of the program with additional 
variables that carry information about the history, separating between different traces 
that formerly had the same final assignment. In the above example, we can augment 
the assignments with two variables y’ and z’, holding the initial values of y and z. As 
a consequence, the final assignments of the two traces that are denoted by [ccy] (there 
are two such different traces with different initial assignment, each belonging to 
a different run) become different. Then, 
(y=1 A Z=l)=P’((J’=l A Z=l A y’=3 A Z’=5) 
v (y=l A Z=l A y’=7 A Z’=9)), (7) 
Wp,(y=l A Z=l A y’=3 A Z’=5) 
=‘(y=3 A Z=l A y’=3 A Z’=5), (8) 
Wp,(y= 1 A Z=l A y’=7 A Z’=9) 
*(y=l A Z=9 A y’=7 A Z’=9). (9) 
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Thus, (5) can be proven from (7)-(9) by choosing {IX} as a backward intercepting set 
for y=l A z=l A y’=3 A z’=5 and {y} as a backward intercepting set for 
y=l A z=l A y’=7Au’=9. 
Augmenting a trace with information about its history is done by adding to the 
program a set of auxiliary variables [6, 36-J. That is, variables which do not change the 
behavior of the program, but merely collect information about the history. (We could 
have provided the machinery to assert about the initial assignment and the set of 
equivalent sequences of a trace by defining a distinguished set of variables that hold 
these values. As this would complicate the notation, we use instead the familiar 
construction of history variables to allow the extra expressiveness over traces only 
when needed.) 
Definition 4.6. A program P’ = (O’, T’, D’, 2) is an augmentation of P= (0, T, D, F), 
denoted P L P’ if the following conditions hold: 
(1) The sets of variables satisfy 2 2 j. Denote ?\; = {z; , z; , . . . , z& >. The variables 
Z\j are called auxiliary variables; 
(2) O’=O A 0 where 0+3z;3z; . . . 3&O; 
(3) There is a bijection 9: TH T’ such that 
l en, = eng(,), 
l f9cTj is a tuple of 12 1 terms, where the terms assigned to the original variables 
3 are identical to the termsf,; 
(4) For each pair of operations CI, /Jo T, (a, P)ED iff (Y(E), 4;(p))~D’; 
(5) For each pair of operations a, PET’ such that (a, /3)$0’, V$(enM(;) A enp(j)) 
-+ fa(fp(j))=fp(f~(~)). (The other requirement from D is entailed from Conditions 
3 and 4.) 
It is allowed to prove temporal assertions where auxiliary variables do not occur 
free by using the augmentation P’ instead of P. This is justified by Lemma 4.7. 
Lemma 4.1. Let Jrj be the restriction of J to the variables y. Then,for a program P and 
its augmentation P’, IIER~ ifs there exists a run Ilt~Rp. such that the function 
m:IZ’HIZ dejined as m([Z, w])=[Zrs,w] . 1s a bijection. A similar correspondence 
exists between observations of P and P’. 
Proof. Using simple inductions on the length of traces and interleaving se- 
quences. 0 
Completeness proofs (unlike most actual proofs) often make use of the ability to 
record the entire history using auxiliary variables. This is traditionally done [ 1,361 in 
arithmetical models by encoding finite sequences into integers [44]. 
It is possible to obtain all the information needed on the history of a trace by saving 
the initial values of the variables (this is done by adding for each yiEj an auxiliary 
variable z: and setting a conjunct of 8 to be z; = y, A ... A z; = y,) and the equivalence 
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class of the string of operations occurred. In verification methods based on inter- 
leaving semantics, it is possible to collect the history of the computation by using 
an auxiliary variable zh (besides the variables z1 , . . . ,z,), initialized to the empty 
string E. With any operation t executed, the symbol r is appended to the end of z,, 
(i.e. zh := z,, 5). However, commutativity among independent operations is violated 
this way, and therefore inappropriate for use with traces. Instead, one can use 
a function min(v) that gives the minimal string u’ under lexicographic order that 
is equivalent to o (up to commuting adjacent independent operations). Then, the 
assignment zh := min(z,,z) is added to each operation t. 
Next, we consider proving properties of the form cp = EF$. It may seem at first 
that it is possible to establish such a proof by an inductive argument on cp =- EX$. 
Albeit this is sufficient in many cases, there are cases in which this is not possible. To 
exemplify such a situation, consider again net A in Fig. 1 (Section 2) and its two runs 
(Fig. 2). In the following, we somewhat abuse our notation by allowing traces to stand 
for state assertions. 
Assume one wants to prove that net A of Fig. 1 satisfies [E] * EF ( [cI~c~~c~~] v
[pIfi2/?3]). The trace [E] has two successors: [cc~] and [PI]. At least one of {cc,, pi} 
must be contained in every forward intercepting set to generate the successor of [E]. 
Without loss of generality, assume [E] + EX[u,] was proved. Now, the forward 
intercepting sets of [ul] are {/II} and {a2, pi}. So the trace [~~~fi~] must be considered 
as a successor of the trace [al]. However, the trace [c~i bl] no longer satisfies [al/II] 
=P- EFtC~~2~31 v CBIB~B~I). 
The intuition behind “what went wrong” is as follows: The trace [ccl] is intermedi- 
ate between [E] and [cI~cc~(x~] (both belong to II,). However, [al] also belongs to Z7, 
and is not an intermediate trace between [E] and [/I1 f12 /Is] (which belong to II,). (A 
symmetric argument holds when exchanging the M’S with the /I’s.) At the initial state, 
the two runs have the same enabled transitions, and it is only after executing either a2 
or /I2 that the two runs behave differently. 
A solution to the above difficulty lies in using a forward-backward method. Define 
a path of traces to be a sequence or rs2 . . of length n (n=o if the sequence is infinite) 
where for each 0 d i < n either Ci+ 1 is a successor of ci for a forward path, or gi+ 1 is 
a predecessor of pi for a backward path. The forward-backward method is based on 
showing that there exists a forward path from each trace ~7 satisfying cp ending with 
some trace p, and then a backward path starting with p and ending with a trace that 
subsumes c and satisfies $. 
This is done by choosing some $ such that (1) $ is satisfied by traces subsuming 
traces that satisfy cp, and (2) if CJ is an intermediate trace between a trace that satisfies 
cp and a trace that satisfies 6 in some II~ER p, then it is an intermediate trace between 
such traces satisfying cp and $ in every run LI’ER, that contains C. For net A, 
~=(b,~2~3PIl v c~Ip2p3~11) can be used. 
A naive attempt to verify cp = EF$ would be to prove cp + EF$, and $ * EP$. 
However, unless cp o 0, proving cp 3 EFt+6 and $ = EPIC/ guarantees only cp * 
EF EP$. This is true because the backward path from a $-trace (i.e. a trace satisfying 
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II/) to a $-trace is not restricted to reach a trace that subsumes the original trace of the 
forwards path. To enforce this restriction, proving 6 * EP$ is not done directly for 
the program P itself, but for a variant PV of P. The program Pq is the same as P except 
that the initial assignments of Pq are the final assignments of the traces of P that satisfy 
cp. When proving Pq F $ S- EP$, the invariants of Pq (which are stronger than those 
of P) are used, and in addition cp is used instead of 0 when the initial condition is 
required within a proof rule. Pv is defined as follows: 
Definition 4.8. Let v be a first-order formula, and P = ( T, D, 0, j) be a program. 
Let 
/l,={olal= v A 317~R, osZ7). 
Define 0, as the first-order formula describing (i.e. satisfied exactly by) the 
traces nV. We define the v-variant of the program P to be the program 
P,=<T,D,@,,i). 
Advanced comment. Note that it is not always true that 0,-v, because the original 
program P begins with some initial condition 0. This might limit the set of accessible 
traces satisfying v, resulting in that 0, is stronger than v. However, it is not required 
that the underlying first-order logic is expressive enough to formulate 0, because 0, 
is not used explicitly in the rules. (As remarked earlier, it is sufficient to use cp when the 
initial condition of P, is needed.) 
Another problem stems from the fact that paths which are not observations may 
generate infinite sequence of intermediate traces between cp and $. Consider the net 
D in Fig. 5. This has infinitely many runs. One of the runs consists of CI being executed 
concurrently with (independently of) an infinite sequence of ~6. All the other runs are 
finite with y6 occurring a finite number of times followed by an execution of /I. 
Fig. 5. Net D. 
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Assume one wants to prove that 0 = EF( {c, b} v {d}). Then, the traces with final 
assignments {a, b} and the traces with final assignment {a, e} are transformed one to 
the other (note that y is in every forward intercepting set of {a, b) and 6 is in every 
forward intercepting set of (a, e}). Hence, there is an infinite sequence (which is not an 
observation) of intermediate traces. Such a sequence defies using well-founded induc- 
tion, because progress is never made. 
The solution for this problem is to use a proof rule which selects only the 
observations instead of the set of all the paths. If cp * EF$ holds in a program, then 
each observation that contains a trace ok cp has some trace p’ that subsumes some 
p + $, where 0 E p E p’. Thus, $ can be defined as a predicate satisfied exactly by such 
traces p’. Note that separating the traces satisfying cp to several cases might be 
necessary. Otherwise, it might happen that for another trace u’+ cp, C’ c p’, but no 
intermediate trace between U’ and p’ satisfies $. (In this case, Pvfi$ S- EP$.) Thus, 
the traces CJ and cr’ must be handled separately. For the net D, we can choose 
$= {d} v {c, b} v {c, e}. 
Now, a trace satisfying $ exists on each observation rather than on some observa- 
tions. To treat only observations, one can use proof rules for cp * AF $ that deal with 
(weak) fairness, as those in [13, 16, 141. This implies that the weaker property 
cp 3 EFt+6 holds. To complete the proof, we establish, as before, P, k 1,6 * EP$. 
5. A complete proof system for safety and eventuality properties 
In this section, a complete proof system is presented for some important pro- 
perties expressible in the logic ISTL *. The proof system is based on classical 
(nontemporal) reasoning in first-order logic. Soundness and completeness is proved 
in Section 6. The symbols cp, $, ‘1 and v denote first-order formulas while ti stands 
for a temporal formula. We denote the fact that it is possible to prove (in the proof 
system given herein) that K holds in a program P by P E K. 
5.1. Basic proof rules 
Rule 1 (TAUT): This rule allows using each first-order formula of dp that holds in 
the structure & (over which the program’s relation and function symbols are inter- 
preted) to be used as an invariant of the program. 
Rule 2 (INV): This rule is used to prove that an assertion y is an invariant of 
a program P with initial condition 0. The case where ye is an implication is useful as 
a premise in other rules when entailment is expected (although in many cases one can 
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use the simpler rule TAUT). The premises of this rule can be proved using TAUT 
(recall that a formula of the form rp 3 $ is a shorthand for AG((p+$)). 
12 (cp A en,) * wp,(cp), for each ZET 
Rule 3 (FCS and BCS): The rule FCS is used to partition the set of traces which 
satisfy an assertion cp into two sets, one set satisfying cpi and the other satisfying (p2. 
Then, proving cp * EXt,b is done separately for the traces satisfying cpi and the traces 
satisfying (p2. To obtain the effect of generalizing the rules for arbitrary number of 
formulas (pi, the rules can be applied repeatedly. Rule BCS is the past version of rule 
FCS. 
FCS cp =a (~1 v (~2) BCS cp =j (~1 v (~2) 
91 =a EXIC, (~2 * EJ’lCl 
Rule 4 (NEXT): Let Y s T be a nonempty set. Find a directed graph G with set of 
nodes gi=(qi, Fi) (where i=O, . . . . n for some natural n) such that cpi is a first-order 
formula, and 5-i c Y. For each pair of distinct nodes gi, gj, it holds that Yi # Yj. An 
empty set ri = 4 is allowed only when Cpi = F. The edges of G are labeled with single 
operations from T. For each node gi and each operation r~T\yi there exists a unique 
edge gi h gj, for some node gj. NO other edges leave gi. 
Nl gO=(cpO, FO), s.t. cp * cpO and YO=S 
N2 If gi A gj then (Cpi A en,) * Wp,(qj) and Fj=Yi\(El(r, ~)ED} 
N3 rp = wpr($), for each rgY 
Note that the only cycles allowed in G are self loops, since from N2, if gi & gj is an 
edge in G, then pi 2 9-j and if i #j, then pi # Yj. Intuitively, the rule NEXT proves 
cp * EXtj by showing that in every run n with a trace d satisfying cp, one of the 
successors of IJ is obtained by executing one of the operations from F, i.e. cp L 9. It is 
shown that for each UE T* which extends a trace CJ that satisfies cp (i.e. 0 [u] is a trace of 
P), at least one of the conditions of Lemma 4.5 holds. This is proved using a simple 
induction on the length of O, by considering a path in G that starts with go and whose 
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Fig. 6. Net E. 
go : (ia, 4 c, 4 v Ia, 4 h) v {a, b  c, i), 
Fig. 7. Graph for net E. 
sequence of edge labels corresponds to u or a prefix of it. The details of this induction 
appear in Section 6. Finally, it is required (by N3) that for each reY, if c~ holds before 
its execution, then II/ holds after. 
Example. Consider the net E presented in Fig. 6. Each of the operations can be 
executed at most once. There are four possible runs where the following sets of 
operations are executed concurrently: {CI~, clj, cc5 }, (cI~, a4 }, {CQ, a5 > and {CQ, a4 >. 
b, c, L {a,, >. 
This not the choice. For (CQ, a5 > is also a forward intercepting set for 
{a, b, c, d}. This can be formally proved using the graph depicted in Fig. 7 (the self 
loop from the lower node s in the figure which have an empty set of operations to itself 
represents 1 TI edges from to s, of which is with an from T, 
the set all the Combining this the last of NEXT, we 
obtain {a, b, c, d} * EX({e, b, c, 4 v (f; c, d)). 
Rule 5 (PREV): Let Y c T be a nonempty set. Find a directed graph G with set of 
nodes gi = (vi, FL) where i=O, . . . . n for some natural n, such that each Cpi is a 
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first-order formula, and Yi c Y-. For each pair of distinct nodes gi, gj, it holds that 
pi # ~j. An empty set Fi = 4 is allowed only when Cpi = F. The edges of G are labeled 
with single operations from T. For each node gi and each operation ZE T\& there 
exists a unique edge gi -k gj, for some node gj. No other edges leave gi. 
Pl gO=(qO, SO) such that cp * cpO and rO=Y, 
P2 if gi&gj, then wpr(Cpi) * qj and Yj=Yi\{zl(r, COED}, 
P3 0 * 1 Cpi, for each node gi, 
P4 wp,(cp) 3 $, for each Roy-. 
cp * EYti 
Rule 6 (FIMM): This rule identifies 40 * $ as a special case of cp * EFtj. 
@a* 
cp 3 EF$’ 
Rule 7 (CAUS): The rule CAUS is used to show that whenever cp holds in a trace, 
there exists a prefix of that trace satisfying $. 
Cl cp * (tl ” $), 
C2 rl =, EY(v” Ic/) 
v * EPII/ 
Rule 8 (FTRN): The rule FTRN allows proving cp * EF$ by finding first an 
assertion v satisfied by intermediate traces between cp and $. Then, proving cp = EFv 
and v 3 EF$. 
rp =G- EFv 
v =a EF$ 
v * EF$ 
Rule 9 (JWELL [29,31]): Let (YV, <) be a well-founded structure and z a function 
from the state space of the program (the set of all possible assignments to its variables) 
to YY. Let !Z:Wt-+T. 
52 q = (&&‘“) 
53 (n A (r=k) A en,) * wp,($ v (‘1 A t<k)), for each MET 
54 (q A (Q(i)=@)) = en,, for each CCET 
J5 for each a~ T, for each p such that (a, /?)ED, 
(v] A (r=k) A (Q(r)=m) A en,) * WPs($ ” (v] A r<k)) 
v=AF$ 
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Premise Jl states that a trace satisfying cp either also satisfies $ or satisfies q. On 
any observation o, once q is satisfied by some trace 0, it continues to hold 
unless a trace satisfying $ appears later in o (by 53). The function 1 associates 
with every trace satisfying y a value from W (by 52) and its value does not increase 
when moving from an q-trace to a successor 1 $-trace (by 53). If 0 is a trace 
of o satisfying v with I= k, then the operation R(k) is enabled in CJ (by 54). If the 
value of 1 does not decrease beyond c and no trace satisfying $ is reached, then 
no operation dependent on Q(k) is taken beyond 0 (by J-5). Hence, the opera- 
tion Q(k) is ignored, a contradiction to the fact that o is an observation 
(see Theorem 2.1). 
Rule 10 (SMPF): This rule uses the fact that if a property holds on all the 
observations of a run. it holds on at least one of them. 
Rule 11 (FRBK): This rule allows proving that v=>EF$ holds by a forward- 
backward reasoning. 
Fl v=-EF& 
Premise Fl of the rule asserts that for each trace CJ of P such that 0 + v, there exists 
some trace ap of P such that ap I= $. It follows that p is a trace of P,. Premise F2 
states that there is a prefix p’ of p which satisfies $. Hence, op’ is a trace of P and 
satisfies Ic/. 
Premise F2 of FRBK requires that 1,6 holds in the v-variant of P, (see Definition 4.8). 
In order to prove Pv(= K, where K is any formula dealt with in the above proof rules, 
the following changes are made: 
l Premises of type cp = I,!I where cp and $ are classical formulas: In this case, cp + Ic/ 
needs to be an invariant of P,. Then rule INV is used as follows: in premise 11, 0 is 
replaced by v (the initial condition of P,). Then all the premises of INV are verified 
with respect to the original program P (to prevent circularity), i.e. by using either other 
applications of INV (with 0 unchanged), or TAUT. (Note that invariants of P also 
hold for P,,, but for completeness, stronger invariants that hold for P, but not for 
P might be needed.) 
l Premise P3 of PREV: 0 is replaced by v. 
l Other premises are not changed. 
Note that although 0, (which can be stronger than v) is the initial condition of 
P,, it holds that P,I=O, o v (although 0, ++v need not be a tautology). Thus, 
for each 9, P,j=O, = q iff P,I=v * yl, and hence the explicit use of 0, is 
eliminated. 
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Rule 12 (PGEN): This rule allows proving cp * EF$ by first splitting cp into 
a parametrized assertion v(n). It is assumed that n has no free occurrences in II/. 
cp =Z. 3n v(n) 
v(n) * EF$ 
cp * EW 
Rule 13 (REDC): If P’= (O’, T’, D’, L;) is an augmented version of the program 
P = (0, T, D, i) and K is a temporal assertion with no free occurrences of variables 
from Z\j, then the augmentation P’ can be used to prove that K holds in P’, and 
conclude that K holds in P. Lemma 4.7 guarantees the soundness of this rule. 
P’kK 
P L P’ 
K 
5.2. Additional rules 
The following rules can be added to the proof system as syntactic sugar. That is, the 
proof system is complete even without them. However, they turn out to be convenient 
for verification. 
Rule 14 (BIMM): This rule is the past version of FIMM. It identifies cp =z. $ as 
a special case of cp * EPII/. 
cp-Ic/ 
cp = EPIC/ 
Rule 15 (BTRN): The rule BTRN is the past version of FTRN. 
cp = EPv 
v * EPti 
cp = EW 
Rule 16 (FPRV and BPRV): These rules identify cp = EX$ and cp =- E Y$ as 
special cases of cp =- EF $ and cp + EP$, respectively. 
FPRV cp+EXIC/ BPRV cp=EYi,b 
cp * EFIC/ cp * EP$ 
Rule 17 (FSPLIT and BSPLIT): The rule FSPLIT allows splitting the proof of 
cp * EFt,b by decomposing the traces that satisfy cp into vi-traces and cpl-traces. Then, 
proving separately 4oi 3 EF II/ for i = 1,2. The rule BSPLIT is the past version of FSPLIT. 
FSPLIT cp * (cpl v (~2) BSPLIT cp * (cpl v (~2) 
cp1 * EFlCl ‘~1 * EP$ 
~2 =+ EFlCl (~2 * EPIC/ 
cp =s- --‘IC/ cp a EP$ ’ 
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6. Soundness and completeness 
In this section, the proof rules presented above are shown to be sound and relatively 
complete for proving the various properties discussed at the beginning of Section 4. 
We assume a first-order logic 9 that can express for each program P defined over 
56’ the following: 
l Encoding strings over the finite alphabet of P, and expressing 
_ the relation v = w (equivalence between strings under commuting adjacent inde- 
pendent operations), and 
- uw (concatenation). 
l The following relation can be defined ..N(Z, (x1 a2 . . . LX,, y) iff 3Z0 3?, . . 32, 
(Y&=2 A &=j A Vi (O-~i<n--+(en,(Z~_,) A Zi=fzi(Zi-l)))) (where 32 is an abbrevi- 
ation for 3x, 3x2 .3x,). This can be encoded for example in models which contain 
the standard arithmetic over the natural numbers, and the binary operations of 
addition and multiplication [17]. 
l The language dp includes the ~-calculus [a], the recursive ordinals [43] and the 
order among them. Details of a related construction can be found in [13, 451. 
The verification system presented here is complete for any formula of the forms 
cp j EX$, cp =S EF$, cp =z. AF$, cp 3 E Y$ or cp + EP$, relative to using 
a first-order logic _Y? that is expressive as required above and the ability of using any 
tautology of _.Y as a premise of TAUT. 
A first-order formula cp describes a set of traces C if it is satisfied by exactly the traces 
in C. Formulating cp might require using an augmentation of the program with 
auxiliary variables to distinguish between different traces with the same final assign- 
ments (but different equivalence classes of sequences). 
Proving relative completeness is done by showing that it is possible to formulate the 
assertions needed as the premises of the proof rules [17, 311. In the following 
completeness proofs, we demonsrate the construction of such assertions (using the 
relation Jf) in some of the cases. It is simple to construct in the following proofs the 
other concrete formulas from the verbal description. 
Theorem 6.1. The rules INV and TAUT are relatively complete [27] for proving A@. 
Proof. Let cp be a first-order formula describing the accessible traces of a program 
P [31]. The formula rp can be expressed as cp(5)=3?3v(O(%) A M(?,v,j)). The 
following premises of JNV hold: 
(11) 0 C= cp because any initial trace [E] (satisfying 0) is accessible. 
(12) For each TV T, (cp A en,) * wp,(q), since accessible traces are closed under 
executing any operation of the program P. 
(13) cp j ~1 because if y is invariant, it is satisfied by any accessible trace. 
The premises of INV can be verified using the rule TAUT, since the above 
entailments can be replaced by (the stronger) first-order implications (i.e. replacing the 
=S symbol with -+). 
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By a similar argument, the rules INV and TAUT are relatively complete for proving 
P, t- AGn. Then, cp is the first-order formula describing the accessible traces of P,, 0 is 
replaced by v. The premises 11,12 and 13 are provable (in P) by using either INV (this 
time without replacing 0 in 11) or TAUT. 0 
The soundness of INV is proved using standard induction on the length of the 
traces and is not shown here. 
Notation. Let G be a graph satisfying the conditions of rule NEXT. The nodes are 
indexed by nonnegative integer numbers N. Let w = a, ~1~ . . a, be a string of T* such 
that there exists a path gio 2 gi, 2 ... 2 gi, in G with gio=go. Such a path is denoted 
I, (if such a path exists, it is uniquely defined by the string w). Define a partial function 
f: T* H N that returns for each string w that generates a path 1, the index of the last 
node in the path. For example, in Fig. 7, I,,,, is the path go 2 go -? gi. Thus, 
f(c)=f(~)=O, andf(a,a,)=l. 
Lemma 6.2. Let G be a graph satisfying the conditions of rule NEXT for some F c T. 
Let CJ [w] ELI for some run Il E Rr such that o I= cp, and for each ZE F enabled by fin,, , 
OCTI d OCWI ( i.e. it is impossible to permute w by repeatedly switching adjacent 
independent operations, causing some ZE.Y to appear first). Then, there exists a path 
1, of G where the last node gr(,,,, satisfies 
(1) c~Co1 k rpf(,) A /jTET,,W,en,, and 
(2) for each your, no z, (2, Y)E D appears in w. 
Proof. By induction on the length of the sequence w and using the conditions of 
NEXT. For w = E, it holds that f (E) =O, and by Nl, cp * ‘pf CEJ. Hence, CJ [c] k of. By 
N3, for each r EY-, cp = wp,(ti) (thus, in particular cp *en,), hence C[E] I= 
A TE7,;cE,en,. Now, assume that the lemma holds for any prefix of w of length smaller 
or equal to some m, 0 <m < 1 w(. Let u be the prefix of w of length m, and p is the 
(m+ 1)st operation of w. By the inductive assumption, a[v] I= (Pi A AzEF,,,,en,, 
and for each YE.Y~(“), no r, (r, Y)E D appears in v. 
Now, 84YJ(“, c y, otherwise cr [u/I] = c [/Iv] which implies c [w] = c [ bw’], 
a contradiction to the conditions of the lemma. By N2, g [up] + (Pi Cvpj. Since 
Y~~,8j=Y~(0J\{al(fl, COED}, then for each YEY,.(,~), no z, (r, c()ED appears in ofi. The 
fact that 0 IIvBl I= /j rc~f’lc,,s, en, stems from the requirement on the dependency relation 
D that executing an operation independent of z cannot disable r. 0 
Theorem 6.3. Rule NEXT is sound. 
Proof. First, we show that under the conditions of NEXT, it holds that cp 1 Y. Let 
G be a graph satisfying the conditions of NEXT. We show that the conditions of 
Lemma 4.5 hold. That is, for each string VE T* extending some trace r~ k cp, there 
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exists some cr~Y such that either all the operations in u are independent of M, or 
u = UC&, where the operations in U are independent of c(. Let U be the maximal prefix of 
u such that for each MY enabled by Jin,, a[~] rf 0 [II]. Then, by Lemma 6.2, there 
exists a path l,- such that for each y E Y s (uI, c [u] + my, and no r, (z, y ) E D appears in U. 
If v = U, then we are done, as a can be any operation of the set Yf (uI. Note that Yfcn is 
nonempty, as v can extend 0 and o[v] FF (rfcu7 is allowed to be empty only if 
‘p/ (uj is F). Otherwise, by the maximality of U, u = Uctti, and a is an operation in Y that 
is independent of all the operations that occur in U. 
By premise N3 of NEXT, for each trace 0 of P satisfying cp, and each T E Y, it holds 
that a[t] + $. Since cp L Y-, it holds that cp =P EX$. 0 
Theorem 6.4. The rules NEXT, FCS, INV and TAUT constitute a relatively complete 
proof system for cp * EX$. 
Proof. Assume q + EX $. For each accessible trace g of P such that 0 I= cp, let 
9?.(a)={9lvl7ER, (oEn -tsuccop,(I7,a)n~#~) 
A VZEF (a[z] I= l/b)}. 
Note that for each s~9?((a) and each run II containing 0, there exists some czar such 
that a[rx]~Y and a[cl]I=$. The set &?((a) is not empty, since cp * EX$. Let 
p(q)= ugkrp9(cr). Note that p(q) is finite as it contains subsets of T. For each 
F~,u((P), let cp7 be a formula describing the traces {olok q A Y-E~?(~J)). Based on 
Lemma 4.5, q,- can be expressed as 
+ 3a((en,(;) A au=ua) v 3w(u = a~)))). 
For each Y Ed, we will show that (pY = EX$ is verifiable. Enumerate the 
subsets of Y by Fe, Yr, . . . . so that Y0 = Y. Let /1,-i be the set of accessible traces 
r~ = [u] [w] satisfying the following conditions: 
l c~ll=w-. 
l The string w does not contain any occurrence of an operation z such that for some 
Croci, (z,a)ED. 
l For each 5 EY\ 9-i) w contains an occurrence of some M: such that (7, ct)~D. 
l An operation zeS\Yi may occur in w only after some operation a~ T\~i such 
that (7, M)ED. 
This means that the operations of pi are exactly the ones amongst the operations of 
r that can be appended to the end of [v][w] and be commuted with all the 
operations in w. 
Clearly, for ~j = 4 it holds that /1 rj = $J ( i.e. no trace [u] [w] satisfying the above 
conditions exists), otherwise there exists a run Il such that succop(l7, [u])n F =8, 
and thus Y$9?( [u]). Let VT-, be a predicate describing the traces of /i F~. Let G,- be 
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a graph with a set of nodes { (cp~,, hi) 1 pi G F}, and a set of edges gi 5 gj, where 
zET\~i and 9-j=5i\{mI(t,C()ED}. W e need to show that the premises of NEXT 
hold: 
(Nl) cp~ * cps, holds because, according to the above construction, A,_0 is 
a superset of the traces [T such that (T + cpr. 
(N2) If gi & gj then (pi A en,) * Wpr(Cpj). This follows from the fact that if cry Arc, 
2~~-\~i, and 0I= en,, then CJ CT15 belongs to /lTj where 
~j = Si\ { a 1 (7, LX) ED } (because c [r] satisfies the above conditions of /lyj). 
(N3) For each ZEF-, cpr * wp,($) is satisfied because of F-EP(~). 
Hence, one can apply the rule NEXT I ,u (cp) I times for the various sets Y E ,u (cp), and 
then combine the separate proofs by using the rule FCS I ,u((p)I - 1 times. The 
entailments that appear in the premises of the mentioned proof rules are provable due 
to the relative completeness shown in Theorem 6.1. 0 
Denote by 1 w the reverse of the string w (i.e. J a/$~ is yj?cr). 
Lemma 6.5. Let G be a graph satisfying the conditions of rule PREV for some F E T, 
and let g = [u] [w] be a trace of some run I7e RP such that g + cp. Zf no z E F is executed 
last in [w], then there exists a path 1 ~~ of G. The last node gf(lw) of l,, satisjies 
(1) Co1 I= q(lws) A 10, and 
(2) for each YEF~(I,), no z, (z, ~)ED appears in w. 
Proof. By induction on the length of w, similar to Lemma 6.2. 0 
Theorem 6.6. Soundness of PREV. 
Proof. We first show that, under the conditions Pl, P2 and P3 of PREV, it holds that 
Y Y cp. Let G be a graph satisfying the conditions of PREV. Assume the contrary that 
F l(cp. Thus, there exists a trace [w] of P such that [w] + q and for no SET-, r is 
executed last in [w]. But then it follows from Lemma 6.5, taking g = [E] [w] (i.e. u = E), 
that the empty trace [E] of the run n does not satisfy the initial condition 0, 
a contradiction. By premise P4 it follows that cp * E Y$. Cl 
Theorem 6.7. The rules PREV, BCS, INV and TAUT constitute a relatively complete 
proof system for cp * EY$. 
Proof. Assume that cp * E Y$. We show relative completeness even when the rule 
PREV is constrained to a singleton set Y = {u}. For each trace o of P that satisfies q, 
let 
The set g’(a) is not empty, since cp - EY$. Let p(q)= uokq@(~). Let qa be 
the formula describing the traces A,= {al 3p(o=p [a] A p I= $)}. Then, 
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cp =+- Vae/i(~P)(Pn~ and for each c(E~(v), (Pa = EY$. We show that (P# 3 EY$ is 
verifiable, and thus it is possible to combine the separate proofs using Ip(c 1 
applications of BCS. 
Construct a graph G, with two nodes: go: (cpi, (a} ), where 95 is a formula 
describing the traces {p I3o(cr~A, A p E c A a$d (o/p))), and g1 : (F, 4). Let the set 
of edges E, of G, be 
It can easily be checked that the conditions Pl, P2 and P3 of PREV hold. Finally, P4 
holds due to the choice of /1,. 
Theorem 6.8. Soundness of CAUS. 
Proof. Let 0 be a trace which satisfies cp. Then, by cp * ($ v y), it satisfies also yl or $. 
Assume that ok $. By y +- E Y(q A $) there exists a maximal backward path 
co, 01, . . . . on such that go = 0, and for each i, Odidn, ail=?. It is not possible that 
c,,= [E] because y =S E Y(y v Ic/) forces the trace ~~ (which satisfies II) to have 
a predecessor. From maximality of the sequence and the fact that ye * EY( q v $), 
there exists some trace cn+ 1 such that I on/~,,+ I I = 1 and on+ 1 I= $. 0 
Theorem 6.9. The rules CAUS, REDC, PREV, TNV and TAUT constitute a relatively 
complete proof system for 40 + EP$. 
Proof. Assume cp + EP$. Let y be a first-order assertion describing the traces CJ that 
subsume some trace p I= cc/. The formula ye can be expressed as 
It is obvious that q satisfies the premises Cl and C2 of CAUS. Note that augmenting 
the program with auxiliary variables might be needed in order that v will describe 
exactly the required traces. In this case, the rule REDC can be used as the last step of 
the proof to return to the original program. Premise C2 of CAUS can be proved using 
PREV, BCS, INV and TAUT, as shown in Theorem 6.7. 0 
Theorem 6.10. The rule JWELL is sound. 
Proof. Observations where shown to be equivalently defined by a weak fairness 
(justice) property in Theorem 2.1. Thus, the soundness of JWELL closely follows 
soundness proof such as in [13,14,16,25,31] with minor changes. 0 
Theorem 6.11. The rules JWELL, INV and TAUT are relatively complete for proving 
cp ==- AFt,b. 
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Proof. Theorem 2.1. shows that the set of observations are exactly the inter- 
leaving sequences in which no operation is ignored. This is obviously a justice 
property. Hence, completeness can then be shown along the lines of 
[13,14, 16,25,31]. q 
Theorem 6.12. Relative completeness of the proof system for proving cp =S EFII/. 
Proof. Assume that q => EF$. Let A be the set of accessible traces satisfying q. Let 
k: AHA?” be a bijection from /1 to some set X. Let q(n) be a parametrized formula, 
such that q(n) is satisfied exactly by the trace c such that k(a)=n. In order to 
formulate q(n), P can be augmented with auxiliary variables. Then, the verification is 
conducted with respect to the augmentation P’, and then the rule REDC can be used 
to return to the original program P. 
Let G(n) be another parametrized formula such that G(n) describes the set of traces 
{p I3o(k(a)=n A (T E p) A p + II/}. Then, the following entailments hold: 
cp * 3nExX(n), (10) 
cp(n) => EWn), (11) 
*(n) = *. (12) 
Assertions (10) and (12) can be verified using INV. Assume for the moment that 
(11) can be verified. Then, from (11) and (12) we can verify, using FIMM and 
FTRN, that 
cP(n) * EF$, (13) 
and then, from (10) and (13) using PGEN, that 
cp * EFII/. (14) 
It remains to show that (11) can be verified. Let g(n) be a parametrized formula such 
that g(n) describes the traces that subsume traces satisfying II/(n). Since q(n) 
=z- EF$(n), every observation that has a trace satisfying p(n), has a trace subsuming 
some trace that satisfies $(n). Hence, 
cp(n) => AFJ(n), (15) 
which is verifiable as shown in Theorem 6.11. From (15) one can deduce, using SMPF, 
that 
cp(n) = EFJ(n). (16) 
Furthermore, 
P++)!=&(n) * E@(n) (17) 
holds and is verifiable as shown in Theorem 6.9. Finally, (11) is obtained from (16) and 
(17) using FRBK. 0 
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7. Examples 
7.1. Proving a serializability property 
Consider again net A of Fig. 1. Assume that the program’s operations are par- 
titioned into two database transactions T1 = { rxl , a2, a3 > and T2 = { pl, f12, /I3 ). Each 
operation can represent database read or write where everything except the relevant 
control part is abstracted out. Dependency between operations CI and fl means that 
either both operations belong to the same transaction, or they constitute conflicting 
reads or writes (i.e. at least one is a write, and both refer to the same database entity). 
Serializability of the transactions T1 and T2 [3] means the following: In every run, 
there exists an observation in which either all the operations of T, appear before those 
of T2, or all the operations of T2 appear before those of T1 . One can check indeed in 
Fig. 2 that there exist two such representatives: 
v=~1’32~3/jl/jzP3, w=P18283~1@2’%. 
For simplicity, assume that (as indeed is the case in Fig. 1) transactions are executed 
only once. Denote by “before Ti” and “after Ti” the assertions meaning that control is 
before or after the execution of transaction Ti, respectively. Then, serializability of T, 
and T, is expressed as 
(before T1 A before T2) G- EF ((before T, A after T1 ) 
v (before T1 A after T,)), (18) 
((before T2 A after T1 ) v (before T1 A after T2)) 
3 EF(ajier T1 wafter T,). (19) 
The first part of property (18) is the more difficult and interesting. The second part 
(19) is simple since once a transaction has executed, its operations are disabled, and 
the second transaction executes with no interference. In terms of the program’s 
variables, the desirable property is 
(PO.P~,PZ) * EF({Po>P,,P,} v (PO,P~,PS)). 
The following table summarizes the proof: 
(1) {PO, PQ+EX{PO, ~23~3) NEXT F = {CQ } 
(2) {PO, P~>P~)=-EX{PO, PX>P~) NEXT Y={(B1} 
(3) {P~,P~,P~)~EX((P~,P~) v (PS,P,)) NEXTc9={az,P2} 
(4) (iP49P5) v {P3>Pd)aP4,Pd v {P3?PSl) TAUT 
(5) {P~,P~}~EX(CP~,P,,P~) v IPO>PS,PS)) NEXT cF= {Q} 
(6) (P~,P~}~EX((P~,P,,P~~ v {PO>PSP~)) NEXT F = { f13 ) 
(7) C{P~,P~) v {P~,P~})‘EX({P~,P~,P~} v CPO,P~>PS)) FCS4,5,6 
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(8) {P~,P~,P~)JEF{P~,P~,P~) FPRV 1 
(9) {Po,Pz,P3}jEF{Po,P3,P4} FPRV 2 
(10) {Po,P1,P2}JEF{Po,P3,P4} FTRN 8,9 
(11) (P~,P~,P~)~EF((P~,P~) ” {P~,PG)) FPRV 3 
(12) {PO> Pl, Pz> *E~‘({P,,P~}” CP~,P,>, FTRN 10, 11 
(13) ({P,,Ps}” {P~,P~})~EF((P,,P,,P,}” {PO,P~>PS)) FPRV 7 
(14) IP~,P~,P~}~EF((P~,P~,P~) ” {PO,P~,PS)) FTRN 12, 13 
(15) ({Po,P~,PT) ” {PO,P~,P~))J((PO,P~,P~) ” {PO>P~,PS)) TAUT 
(16) {P~,P~,P,}JEY((P~,P~,P,}” {PO,PI>PS)) PREV S={pl} 
(17) {Po,P3rP8}~EY({Po,PZ,P7}” {PO,Pl>PSH PREV Y={q} 
(18) ({Po,P~>PT} ” {PO,P~>PS)) 
*EY({Po,P,>P,} v {PO,PI>PS)) BCS l&16,17 
(19) ({PO>P4,P7)” {Po,P3,P*H 
*-w{Po>P*,P7} ” {PO>Pl>PSH BPRV 18 
(20) {P~,P~,P~}~EF((P~,P~,P~)” {PO,PI,PS}) FRBK 14, 19 
The graphs needed for the proofs of {po,pl,pz} *EX{po,p2,p3} (line 1) 
and {PO, ~4, PY 1 ~EY((P,,P,,P,} ” {P~,P~,P~}) (line 1% are depicted in 
Fig. 8. 
A more comprehensive treatment of serializability using ISTL* appears in [37]. 
bO,Pl,PZ) * JwPO,PZ,P31 
( (bO,Pl>P2~ v {PO?Pl>P4lV 
{Po,P4,P7) * J-T{Po,Pz,P-i~ v {PO, Pl, P6)) 
Fig. 8. Graphs for NEXT and PREV. 
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7.2. The snapshot algorithm 
We deal here with the well-known snapshot algorithm of Chandy and Lamport [SJ. 
The algorithm is superimposed on some basic algorithm. Its purpose is to record 
a global state of the underlying basic algorithm. The motivation to use trace semantics 
is that the global state which is recorded by the snapshot algorithm did not necessarily 
occur in the past of the same interleaving sequence in which it is eventually recorded. 
Rather, it occurs as the final interpretation of some trace subsumed by the trace in 
which the recording is completed. This can be written in ISTL* as 
“the global state recorded is s”-+ EP “the global state is s”. 
Recall that from the above discussion, EP cannot be replaced with AP. We use 
a CSP-like notation which is a reduced subset of the CSP language [18]. 
A program is constructed from a set of processes, each having its own set of local 
variables. Each process is written in the form 
Initiation; * [guard, + action, 0 ... 0 guard, + action,,], 
where Initiation is a set of assignment operations which establish the initial values of 
the program variables. A guard may contain a boolean condition and an optional 
communication command P!z (a send) or P?z (a receive) for some process P. An action 
is a sequence of assignment operations (for simplicity we assume here that they can be 
executed in a single atomic step). 
A simple operation 5 is a pair guardi +actioq where guardi does not contain 
a communication command. In this case, en, = guardi. The transformation function,f, 
is constructed from the assignment operations in action. A communication operation 
t is constructed from two pairs: guardi+actioni in some process P and 
guardj -+ actionj in another process P’, such that guardi contains the command P’!z 
and guardj contains P?y for some variables z and y. In this operation, process P sends 
its z value to the variable y in process P’. Then, en,=(guard; A guardj), and the 
transformation function oft contains the assignments included in action and actionj 
in addition to assigning z to y. Comments are inserted into the text following a pair of 
hyphens. The transformation of the program into a set of operations is straightfor- 
ward. A transformation of full CSP into operations appears in [28]. 
We say that an operation t is concerned with a process P if r is either a simple 
operation of P, or a communication operation where the send or the receive belongs 
to P. The dependency relation is such that (cz, j3)~D iff CI and /I are concerned with the 
same process. 
For simplicity, the example is limited to two processes PI and Pz. Since the 
snapshot algorithm should be superimposed on arbitrary programs, we used some 
abstraction concerning the basic algorithm. That is, we use an uninterpreted generic 
program, with only enough operations to consider all possible cases. Thus, each 
process Pi can do some local assignment operations locali when the condition booli 
allows it. When sendcondi holds, Pi is ready to send some value to the other process. 
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After sending, sendlocali can be executed. Similarly, when recvcondi holds, Pi is 
ready to receive a value and thereafter to execute recvlocali. Note that in order 
that communication takes place, one process must be willing to send while the 
other is willing to receive at the same time. The processes have the following 
structure: 
PiI: Initi; 
(a) * [bOOli + local, 
0 
<b) s:endcondi; P3 _ i! vali + sendlocal, 
u 
cc> recvcondi; P3 _ i? vari + recvlocali] 
The snapshot algorithm is implemented as a transformation imposed on the 
basic algorithm. A process is colored either white or red. Initially, it is colored 
white, and it turns red when entering the stage of collecting the snapshot of the 
global state. A process can turn red spontaneously ((f)). A process can also turn 
red by receiving a special marker message from a red neighbor ((9)). When a 
process turns red, it ceases to send messages according to the basic algorithm 
((b)), until it sends a marker message to all of its neighbors ((d)). It also ceases 
to receive messages of the basic algorithm ((c)) from each neighbor until it has 
received a marker message from it ((e)). The marker message also transfer the 
local state recorded when the sending process turned red ((e), (f)). The local 
guarded command (a) is not changed. 
We present now the superimposition of the snapshot algorithm on the ab- 
stract basic algorithm according to the transformation described in [4]. The variable 
turned-red is an auxiliary variable, used only for the correctness proof. Assignment to 
auxiliary variables are added to the code of the program and are marked with an 
arrow (a), 
Pi:: initi; 
redi :=false; receivedi :=false; 
Senti :=false; 
(a) turnedLredi := not-yet; 
Initi; 
(a) * [booli -+ locali ~ ~ local action 
q 
(b) (senti v 1 redi) A sendcondi; P3 - i ! vali + sendlocali - - send action 
0 
(c) (receivedi v 1 redi) A recvcond,; P3 _i?vari + recvlocali - - receive action 
0 
(0 redi A 1 senti; P3 _i! marker(statei) + senti:= true ~ ~ send marker 
<e> redi A 1 receivedi; P, _ i? marker (other_statei) + receivedi := true 
- - receive marker 
q 
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(.f> 1 redi + redi:= true; statei:= record_locali; ~ ~ spontaneously turn red 
* turned_redi = serf 
0 
(9) 1 redi; P3 _ i? marker (other_statei) + redi := true; receivedi := true; 
state; := record_locali; - - turn red when 
=G- turnedLredi:= hear - - receiving a marker 
1 
The boolean variable redi is used to record when the process Pi has turned red. The 
variables receivedi and senti keep track whether process Pi has yet received a marker 
or sent a marker to the other process, respectively. The function record_locali (with no 
parameters) returns some representation of the process’ local state at the moment of 
the call. This value is recorded in the local variable statei and transmitted (with the 
marker message) to the other process. The variable other-state{ holds this value 
transmitted from its companion process. As mentioned before, turnedLredi is an 
auxiliary variable. Its possible values are not-yet (which means that the process is 
unaware of the beginning of a snapshot activity), self(the process turned red spontan- 
eously), and hear (turned red as a result of receiving a message). 
The labeling to the left of the process text will help later to identify the operations. 
For example, the operation b, + c2 will identify the sending of a value from PI to P2 
(the direction of the arrow indicates the sending direction), a2 is P2’s local operation, 
and g1 c d2 is the operation where P2 makes PI red by sending a marker together 
with reporting its recorded local state. The following invariants are used in the proof. 
turned_redic {not-yet, self, hear}, 
Z2 :: /j (redi -+ (turnedLredi # not-yet)), 
is (1.2) 
I,:: A ((receivedi v senti)+(red, A red2)), 
is {1,2) 
Z4 :: /j ((turned-red, = hear) -+ receivedi), 
is (1.2) 
I 5 :: 1 ((turned-red1 = hear) A (turned-red2 = hear)), 
I,:: A (receivedi++sent3_i). 
is (1,2) 
It is possible to prove that I5 is an invariant using I,, I,, and Z4. Initially, I, holds. 
I5 can turn false only from a state in which (turned-red, =hear) A ((turned-red, 
= not-yet) v (turned-red, = self)) or a state in which (turned-red2 = hear) A 
((turned-red1 = not-yet) v (turned-red, =self)). Consider without loss of generality 
the first case. If turned-red2 =not~yet, then I2 implies that 1 red2 and thus from 
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I 3, 1 received1 and from 14, turned_red, # hear. If turned-red2 =se(f; then 
turned-red2 cannot be changed any more, since by 12, red2 holds. 
By II, 12, Z3 and I,, it is possible to conclude that the following invariant also holds: 
received1 + ((turned-red1 = self) A (turned-red, = self)) 
v ((turned-red, = self) A (turned-red, = hear)) 
v ((turned-red, = hear) A (turned-red, =self)) 
(20) 
We want to prove the following property: 
(received1 A (state1 =X) A (other-state = Y)) 
=EP((record_locall =X) A (record_loca/2 = Y)) (21) 
Note that the asymmetry of this formula (referring to the values recorded by process 
P,) causes an asymmetry in the following proof. 
There are three possible scenarios. In order to describe them, we use a directed 
graph ( V, E) that contains no cycles other than self loops, whose nodes contain 
first-order assertions, and edges are marked by operations. (Multiple edges are 
allowed, marked by different operations.) This graph has a single distinguished root 
node r and a single sink node k (a node with no outgoing edged). Denote the formula 
of a node s by q(s). The following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) If some edge from a node s to a node t is marked by z, then wp,(cp(s)) = cp( t). 
That is, if reaching a state satisfying q(s) when executing z, then the previous state 
prior to the execution of z satisfied q(t). 
(2) The set of operations labeling the edges which emanate from s constitute 
a backward intercepting set for q(s). 
(3) For each node s which is not k, q(s) 31 0. 
Thus, if we denote the set of nodes which are connected to s by with edge which is 
directed from s by out(s), we may conclude using rule PREV, that 
This leads to the conclusion that 
(22) 
and together with the obvious fact that 
cP(r) * ,L v(t), (23) 
we can conclude using rule CAUS (using (22) and (23) as premises C2 and Cl, 
respectively) that 
cP(r) * EPq(k). 
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ul,a2 
dl - c2 
bl - c2 
cl t-- b2 
(St&l = S) A (otlker_stutel = I’) A 
red, A red2 A (turn_redl = self) A 
(turnred = self) A received, A sent2 
X) A (stutez = I’) A 
red, A red2 A (turn-red1 = self) A 
= self) A -receaved, A 
(record_local, = X) A (state2 = Y) A 
-red, A red2 A (turn-red, = not-yet) A 
(turn-red2 = self) A yreceiwed, A 
verktz 
(state1 = s) A (stuteg = 1.) A 
redI A -red2 A (turnred = self) A 
(turn-red2 = noLyet) A ~recrzved, A 
Isent 
t 
, I 
f2 fl t 
u2 pIiz7-j a’ record-local = X) A ( ecord_local = 
Fig. 9. Both processes turn red spontaneously 
The three scenarios of the algorithm are given below. 
Both processes turn red spontaneously. The operations_/-, andfi can occur concur- 
rently (the order between them does not matter). Then, the operations {al, a2, 
d, + e2, bl -+ c2} can occur, followed by e, c d2. After that, the operations 
{ al, u2, dI + e2, b, + c2, cl + b2} can occur. The proof lattice of this scenario 
appears in Fig. 9. 
Process PI turns red spontaneously and makes process P2 turn red by sending 
a marker message. The corresponding proof lattice appears in Fig. 10. 
The process P2 turns red spontaneously and makes process PI turn red by sending 
a marker message. The corresponding proof lattice appears in Fig. 11. 
Now, using (20), and the invariants I 1 . . . 16, it follows that when the left-hand side 
of the implication (21) holds, one of the assertions at the roots of the above graphs 
holds. The right-hand side of the implication (21) is implied by the assertion of the sink 
node of each of the graphs. Formally, this means that we can complete the proof using 
rule BSPLIT. 
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(state1 = X) A (other-state1 = Y) A 
- 
redI A red2 A (turnredl = self) A 
(turnredz = hear) A received1 A 
al,a2 received2 A sent1 A sent2 
h - c:, 
cl - bz I el - dz 
(state1 = X) A (state2 = Y) A redt A red2 A 
- (turn-red1 = self) A (turn-red2 = hear) A 
al,a2 
Treceivedl A received2 A sent1 A Tsentz 
bl - ~2 
(record-local1 = X) A (record-local2 = 
- 
Y)AredlAlredzA(turn_redl = self)A 
(turnred = not-yet) A -weceivedl A 
al 
lreceivedz A state1 = X A lsentl 
I I 
I I I fl 
(record_locall = X) A (record-localz = 
Y) A -w-edl A Tredz 
Fig. 10. First process turns red spontaneously. 
al,a2 - 
cl t bz 
dl - e2 
h - ~2 
(state1 = X) A (other-state1 = Y) A 
redI A red2 A (turn-red1 = hear) A 
(turn-red2 = self) A received1 A sent2 
91 - 4 
(record-local1 = X) A (state2 = Y) A Tredl A 
- red2 A (turnred = not-yet) A (turnred = 
a2 
self) A lsentz A Treceivedl 
f2 
(record-local, = S) A (record-local:! = 
1’) A yrc,dl A Twdz 
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